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ago Before the present; earlier (used with a measurement of time.
Agone is an archaic word for ago.

anachronistic Belonging to a period other than that being portrayed.
She is rebelling against the anachronistic morality of her parents.

annals Used in titles of learned journals.
Eighth century Northumberland annals.

annually Without missing a year.
They travel to China annually.

biannual Occurring or payable twice each year.
The biannual meeting of the planning committee.

climacteric Of a fruit undergoing a climacteric.
It doesn t ripen off the tree being a climacteric fruit.

coeval Having the same age or date of origin; contemporary.
These lavas were coeval with the volcanic activity.

concomitant Naturally accompanying or associated.
She loved travel with all its concomitant worries.

deferment Act of putting off to a future time.
He was granted five deferments from the draft.

enduring Lasting a long time.
An enduring disposition.

ensuing Following immediately and as a result of what went before.
Ensuing events confirmed the prediction.

epoch
(astronomy) an arbitrarily fixed date that is the point in time relative to
which information (as coordinates of a celestial body) is recorded.
These events marked an epoch in their history.
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era
Baseball a measure of a pitcher s effectiveness calculated as the average
number of earned runs allowed by the pitcher for every nine innings
pitched.
The dawn of the Christian era.

hour A time specified on the twenty four hour clock.
Ocean City is less than an hour away.

interregnum
A period when normal government is suspended, especially between
successive reigns or regimes.
The interregnum between the discovery of radioactivity and its detailed
understanding.

lactic Relating to or obtained from milk.

meantime During the intervening time.
Scotland meantime had her own monarchs.

meanwhile In the intervening period of time.
Meanwhile I will not think about the problem.

mesozoic Of or relating to or denoting the Mesozoic era.

millennial Denoting or relating to a period of a thousand years.
The millennial anniversary of Leif Eiriksson s voyage to the New World.

neolithic Of or relating to the most recent period of the Stone Age (following the
mesolithic.

paleolithic
Second part of the Stone Age beginning about 750,000 to 500,000 years BC
and lasting until the end of the last ice age about 8,500 years BC.
Paleolithic artifacts.

paleozoic From 544 million to about 230 million years ago.

phase
Each of the electrical windings or connections of a polyphase machine or
circuit.
The invertebrate residents of the tundra pass the winter in dormant phase.

present Bring forward and present to the mind.
Present at the wedding.

prolonged Continuing for a long time or longer than usual; lengthy.
A prolonged and bitter struggle.

proterozoic
From 2,500 to 544 million years ago; bacteria and fungi; primitive
multicellular organisms.
Proterozoic life forms.

span The wingspan of an aircraft or a bird.
Her waist was slender enough for him to span with his hands.
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wartime A period during which a war is taking place.
The destruction of cultural property during wartime.

zeitgeist The spirit of the time; the spirit characteristic of an age or generation.
The story captured the zeitgeist of the late 1960s.
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